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Introduced in , the Corolla was the best-selling car worldwide by and has been one of the
best-selling cars in the world since then. In , the Corolla became the best selling nameplate in
the world , surpassing the Volkswagen Beetle. The name Corolla is part of Toyota's naming
tradition of using names derived from the Toyota Crown for sedans, with " corolla " Latin for
"small crown". From to in Japan and much of the world, and from to in Taiwan, the hatchback
companion had been called the Toyota Auris. Early models were mostly rear-wheel drive , while
later models have been front-wheel drive. Four-wheel drive versions have also been produced.
The Corolla's chassis designation code is "E", as described in Toyota's chassis and engine
codes. Corollas are manufactured in Japan at the original Takaoka plant built in The first Corolla
generation was introduced in November with the new cc K pushrod engine. The Corolla Sprinter
was introduced as the fastback version in , and exclusive to a Toyota Japan dealership retail
outlet called Toyota Auto Store. In May , the E20 was restyled with a more rounded body. The
now mutually exclusive Corolla and Sprinter names were used to differentiate between two
slightly different treatments of sheet metal and trim. The Corolla Levin and Sprinter Trueno
names were introduced as the enhanced performance version of the Corolla and Sprinter
respectively when a double overhead camshaft version of the 2T engine was introduced in
March TE In Australia, only the 1. The brakes were single system with no booster, solid discs on
the front and rear drums. Front sway bar but no rear sway bar. Parts are not compatible with
later models. Most models stopped production in July but the KE26 wagon and van were still
marketed in Japan alongside the new series, until production finally ended in May April brought
rounder, bigger and heavier Corollas and Sprinters. The range was rounded out with the
addition of a two-door liftback. The Corollas were given E30 codes while the Sprinters were
given E40 codes. A face-lift in March saw most Corolla E30 models replaced by equivalent E50
models and most Sprinter E40 models were replaced by equivalent E60 models. The E30 Corolla
was fitted with retracting front seat belts. All had 3K engines and K40 manual gearbox or 3
speed Auto. Sprinters were not available. Later KE5x models were available as 4 door sedan or
2 door coupe A true pillar-less design with 4K engine. Later KE55 also used plastic ended
bumper bars as opposed to the all chrome bumpers of the previous models, but included a rear
sway bar for the first time. A major restyle in March [7] brought a square edged design. The
Corollas had a simpler treatment of the grill, headlights and taillights while the Sprinter used a
slightly more complex, sculptured treatment. The new A series engines were added to the range
as a running change. This was the last model to use the K "hicam" and T series engines. Fuel
injection was introduced as an extra cost option on Japanese market vehicles. The wagon and
van continued to be made until June after the rest of the range was replaced by the E80
generation. A sloping front bonnet and a contemporary sharp-edged, no-frills style was brought
in during May The new cc 1C diesel engine was added to the range with the E80 Series. From ,
re-badged E80 Sprinters were sold in the U. Fuel injection was introduced as an extra cost
option internationally. Most models now used the front wheel drive layout except the AE85 and
AE86 , which were to be the last Corollas offered in the rear wheel drive or FR layout. The
Sprinter was nearly identical to the Corolla, differing only by minor body styling changes such
as pop-up headlights. This generation was made until in Venezuela. A somewhat more rounded
and aerodynamic style was used for the E90 introduced in May Overall this generation has a
more refined feel than older Corollas and other older subcompacts. Many engines were used on
a wide array of trim levels and models, ranging from the 1. In South Africa, this generation
continued to be built until August In June , Corollas received a redesign to be larger, heavier,
and have the completely rounded, aerodynamic shape of the s. Carburetors were mostly retired
with this generation. Production of the E Corolla started in May The design of the car was
slightly altered throughout but retained a look similar to that of the E The model range began to
change as Toyota decided styling differences would improve sales in different markets. This
generation was delayed in North America until mid US model year , where it had unique front
and rear styling. In Pakistan, this model was halted in November , while production was closed
in March In August , the E ninth-generation Corolla was introduced in Japan, with edgier styling
and more technology to bring the nameplate into the 21st century. In mid, the E Corolla Altis
was released. It had a refreshed look and was slightly longer and wider than the E for other
markets, but with similar body panels and interior. India received a de-tuned version of the
1ZZ-FE and was comparatively slower than its rivals. The North American release was delayed
until March for the model year. The E was sold in North America from to It had similar look to
the Corolla Altis sold in Southeast Asia. The E continued in parallel in separate markets to the E
The station wagon model is called the Corolla Fielder in Japan. The tenth generation of the E
Corolla was introduced in October Japanese markets called the sedan Corolla Axio. The station
wagon retained the Corolla Fielder name. For international markets, a wider version of the E was
sold with different styling, with the Southeast Asian, Indian and Taiwanese markets retaining

the Corolla Altis branding. In Australasia, the related first-generation Toyota Auris was also sold
as the Corolla hatchback alongside the sedan body shape of the International E Corolla. The
eleventh generation of the Corolla went on sale in Japan in May The new Corolla Axio is
available with either a 1. Both 5-speed manual and CVT transmissions are offered. The 1. Toyota
released hybrid versions of the Corolla Axio sedan and Corolla Fielder station wagon for the
Japanese market in August Both cars are equipped with a 1. Toyota's monthly sales target for
Japan is 1, units of the Corolla Axio hybrid and 1, units of the Corolla Fielder hybrid. Two basic
front and rear styling treatments are fitted to the E a North American version that debuted first
and a more conservative design for other markets that debuted later in In Australasia, the
European market second-generation Toyota Auris was also sold badged as the Corolla
hatchback, alongside the international E Corolla. In , Toyota released a hatchback version in the
US called the Corolla iM , a rebadged second-generation facelifted Auris. The twelfth generation
Corolla in hatchback body style was unveiled as a pre-production model in March at the Geneva
Motor Show as the Auris. The station wagon variation of the twelfth generation Corolla, called
the Corolla Touring Sports , was unveiled at the Paris Motor Show. The model is sold in two
versions: Prestige sold in China, Europe and other countries and Sporty sold in North America,
Japan, Australia and other countries , and sold in China as the Levin. The Prestige model uses a
different front fascia, which is more similar to the XV70 Camry. In Japan, the Corolla has always
been exclusive to the Japanese retail sales chain called Toyota Corolla Store , which was
previously established in , known as Toyota Publica Store , selling the Publica. A badge
engineered version called the Sprinter was introduced around the same time as the Corolla in
Japan, and sold through a different Toyota Japan dealership sales channel known since as
Toyota Auto Store. A luxury version of the Auris installed with V6 engines was briefly sold at
Japanese Toyota dealerships Toyota Store and Toyopet Store locations as the Blade , which
was sold until Its Japanese counterpart is the Corolla Spacio , which has been discontinued as
of the tenth generation. Toyota frequently combines the sales figures of the Corolla sedan and
Matrix. The five-door liftback was sold with the Corolla Seca name in Australia and the
nameplate survived on successive five-door models. The Daihatsu Charmant was produced
from the E30 to the E70 series. The Tercel was a front wheel drive car, first introduced in at
Japanese Toyota dealerships called Toyota Corolla Store , and was called the Corolla Tercel
then, and later given its own name in From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
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â€”present. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Toyota Corolla. Kei car. Pixis Epoch LA
Pixis Space L Subcompact car. Porte AP Aygo AB Duet M Passo AC Etios AK Starlet P Yaris XP
Soluna L Vios XP Sprinter Carib L FunCargo XP Ractis XP Compact car. Corolla Axio E Allex E
Auris E Corolla FX E Corolla RunX E Prius XW Compact luxury car. Altezza XE Blade E Sai AZK
Brevis XG Compact wagon. Corolla Van wagon E Corolla Fielder E Sprinter Carib E Altezza Gita
XE Nadia XN Opa XT Carina Surf T Caldina T Mid-size car. Corona T Premio T Camry Solara XV
Avensis T Camry XV Windom XV Aurion XV Mark X X Aristo S Mirai JPD Mid-size wagon. Mark II
Wagon X Mark II Blit X Camry Gracia XV Full-size car. Avalon XX Crown S Crown Majesta S
Celsior XF Century G Sport compact car. Celica A Celica T Curren T Carina A Cavalier TJG
Carina T Allion T Carina ED T Zelas AT Sports car. Celica Supra A Supra A Grand tourer. Soarer
Z MR2 W MR-S W Crown Comfort XS Limited edition. Sera EXY Classic YN Origin JCG
Non-Toyota platform. Yaris Sedan. Yaris Sedan M. Yaris HB M. Yaris Liftback. Yaris Liftback C.
Prius c. Prius c M. Corolla iM. Corolla Hatchback. Prius Plug-in Hybrid. Prius Prime. Prius v. In
production. The color code can be located in the driver side door jamb. Click here for Toyota
paint code location diagrams and label examples. Original shipment of touch up paint did not
match what I ordered, but Brittany in customer service made the correction easy and very
pleasant. Received the correct color in 4 days! Great customer service. Perfect color match!!!
They treated my needs very well. Paint color matched perfect. Reasonable price, wish shipping
could be a little faster, but ok. They really treat me good, 1 can didn't good match out of 7 and
no problem, replaced it. I'll continue to buy their products. My paint job turned out perfect
matched and blend good, you can't tell the difference. Excellent color match and coverage in
the brush-on. Toyota touch up color code I purchased. For small chips and for scratches, this
brush on paint gave me better color match, color and surface smoothness than a previous time
when I masked and spray painted with a different brand that gave me poor coverage, too light a
color even after clearcoat, and a raised edge around the masked area making repair stand out.
Automotivetouchup's brush on paint for my car's color code gave excellent color match after
just 2 coats applied 15 minutes apart. After 2 coats of your brush on clearcoat, the result is very
good. My car looks like new, the paint is great I feel so good Automotivetouchup is the best.
This was a great product to use and it saved me time and money in the process. The color
matched perfectly. I will use your site again. This is a terrific product! I've never painted a car
before but have worked on lots of cars. I would recommend these guy to everyone! The paint
matched perfect and was very easy to do! I used both the base paint and the clear coat and it
was worth it! Grate job. I painted front bumper of my "toyo" corolla, and color matched
perfectly! Your products work great and are reasonably priced. There was enough product in
the 12 oz Aerosol Spray Paint cans to make the repair twice over. Thanks again. A perfect match
for the car! It is 16 years old and the paint matched exactly. Love it! Thank you and I would
certainly order from you again. City living has caused a lot of scratches and small rubs from
neighbors and parking lots. Great company and product. I'm very happy with the products I get
from Automotive Touchup, it's always shipped in a timely manner. I plan to continue using your
product when projects come up. Great job matching the paint, very happy with the color, is not
my first time ordering from you. Great work. Got estimate to repaint my RF fender since it was
replaced and repaint due to a minor fender bender. Estimate came out half the cost of what my
99 Corolla is worth so decided to replace the fender myself. Now I'm stuck with a primer fender.
Cost to paint at a body shop? Decided to give Automotive Touch up a shot and ordered the
base coat per color code and clear coat. Amazing results! Factory shine with the clear coat! No
buffing required. Not a perfect factory color match but quite close. Of course, after 15 years of
sun, the original paint had faded but I was impressed on the color match! Save me tons of
money! Ordered more paint to touch up my scuffed bumpers. Very satisfied with the product!!!
Paint workout just fine. No Problems color match. Product color matched perfectly. I was so
pleased and amazed that I could get paint to match for my Toyota. Can't even tell where I
painted over the small rust spot that had been treated by the body shop. I am very, very
pleased. The auto looks great! Perfect match. Thank you. It really worked! The color really
matched well. I can hardly tell where the paint on my car was chipped. Perfect match on the
paint color, if anyone asks, I'd recommend they get the auto paint they need here. Old car I
recommend this company. Color perfect. Quick ship. Thank you Automotive Touchup for
providing excellence in products. I am happy to state on the reliability and integrity of the
product. It has been a pleasure giving my year old vehicle a facelift. This novice repairer found it
eased my work to success. The billing and delivery were perfect. Thank you again. Enter your
year, make, and model below to find color matched paint:. Choose your Automotive paint color
for your Toyota Corolla. Don't see your color listed? Call We probably have it. Did you choose
the wrong vehicle model? Did you choose the wrong model? If you're still not sure, take a look
at our All Toyota Models page. Or, just go to our page dedicated to Toyota Touch Up Paint.

Here's what our customers are saying about our Touch Up Paint: Dick T, owner of a Toyota
Corolla from Hawaii Original shipment of touch up paint did not match what I ordered, but
Brittany in customer service made the correction easy and very pleasant. Satisfied Customer,
owner of a Toyota Corolla They really treat me good, 1 can didn't good match out of 7 and no
problem, replaced it. Lawrence S, owner of a Toyota Corolla from Mundelein, IL your products
are first rate high quality and I save a lot doing the small spots without having to take it in for a
much more expensive paint job. Lawrence S, owner of a Toyota Corolla from Mundelein, IL This
was a great product to use and it saved me time and money in the process. Thanks Ignacio P,
owner of a Toyota Corolla from Aurora, IL Great job matching the paint, very happy with the
color, is not my first time ordering from you. David B, owner of a Toyota Corolla from Newberry,
FL Perfect match on the paint color, if anyone asks, I'd recommend they get the auto paint they
need here. Share your touch up story Super White II. Bluish Gray Metallic. Pewter Metallic.
Alpine Silver Metallic. Bluish Silver Metallic. Desert Dune Metallic. Dark Gray Metallic. Crystal
Silver Pearl. Gray Mica. Silver Opal Metallic. Satin Black Metallic. Super Red. Sunfire Red Pearl.
Coral Reef Mica. Coral Rose Pearl. Sandrift Metallic. Venetian Red Pearl. Red Mica. Cashmere
Beige Metallic. Apricot Mica. Gold Metallic. Dark Emerald Pearl. Medium Grayish Green Metallic.
Classic Green Pearl. Deep Jewel Green Metallic. Bright Ivy Pearl. Green Mica. Mystic Teal Mica.
Aqua Blue Metallic. Brilliant Blue Pearl. Dark Blue Mica. Blue Velvet Pearl. Royal Sapphire Pearl.
Dark Blue. Light Blue Metallic. Twilight Blue Pearl. Blue Mica. Misty Plum Metallic. Violet Mica. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

